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CONSIDER SUBJECTS ARMED AND DANGEROUS AS RESULT OF POSSESSION OF
WEAPONS AND EXPLOSIVES AND EXPRESSED THREATS AGAINST FBI
PERSONNEL
CITE: //37701/
PAS: CTID, COUNTERTERRORISM SECTION, DOMESTIC TERRORISM UNIT,
SS FBIHQ; SSR DIVISION.
SUBJECT: TEXAS RESERVE MILITIA, AKA FIRST TEXAS LIGHT INFANTRY,
AKA "THE ORDER"; DOMESTIC SECURITY/ TERRORISM; DO: SAN ANTONIO.
FOR INFORMATION OF DIRECTOR AND MET WITH
SUBJECTS IN CAPTIONED CASE ON TWO DIFFERENT OCCASIONS, IN AUSTIN,
TEXAS: SOURCES WORK IDENTIFIED ADDITIONAL MEMBERS OF CAPTIONED GROUP INCLUDING AN INDIVIDUAL CLAIMING TO BE AN EX-U.S. ARMY SPECIAL FORCES VETERAN ALLEGEDLY AN EXPLOSIVES EXPERT AND WHO CURRENTLY WORKS FOR IN AUSTIN. SOURCE ALSO DETERMINED THROUGH CONTACTS WITH THE SUBJECTS THAT THEY ARE CURRENTLY (AND APPARENTLY CONTINUOUSLY) IN POSSESSION OF QUANTITIES OF MILITARY C-4 EXPLOSIVES AND ARE PRACTICING DEMOLITION TECHNIQUES ON STRUCTURES BUILT ON THE RURAL AUSTIN AREA RANCH OF CAPTIONED PARAMILITARY GROUP.

ON THE EVENING OF

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER IN TEXAS)
WHEREIN REPORTED HAD "HANDED" A COMPLAINT FROM A NEIGHBOR WHO RECENTLY HEARD AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE AND EXPLOSIONS ON RANCH WHEN WAS "IN TRAINING". SOURCE LEARNED PAYING OFF FOR SUCH PROTECTION
CURRENTLY IS USING A LATONIC DEVICE ON HIS TELEPHONE WHICH PROVIDES HIM WITH THE ORIGINATING NUMBER OF ANY INCOMING TELCALL RECEIVES.

DISCUSSED THE CONTINUING NEED FOR "SECURITY" THROUGHOUT THE "MOVEMENT". SHOULD THEY HAVE ANY QUESTION OR DOUBT REGARDING A MEMBER, THEY WOULD ORDER THAT MEMBER TO KILL AN FBI AGENT TO PROVE THE MEMBER'S DEDICATION. THE TEXAS RESERVE MILITIA IS "GOING TO COME OUT OF THE BAG VERY SOON." IT IS THE OPINION OF THE SAN ANTONIO DIVISION THAT HAS SUCCESSFULLY ESTABLISHED A VALUABLE LIAISON WITH WHO IS CONSIDERED TO BE A MAJOR SUBJECT IN CAPTIONED INVESTIGATION.

FOR INFORMATION OF SAN ANTONIO CONSIDERS THE ASSISTANCE OF AS DESCRIBED ABOVE WILL BE OF MAJOR ASSISTANCE IN SAN ANTONIO'S GROUP I UNDERCOVER PROPOSAL TO BE PRESENTED TO THE BUREAU IN CAPTIONED MATTER AND
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ALSO WILL BE A MAJOR ASSISTANCE IN APPLYING FOR EXTENSION OF THE AUTHORIZATION TO INVESTIGATE CAPTIONED GROUP ONCE THE FULL INVESTIGATION AUTHORITY, NOW AUTHORIZED COMES UPON THE EXPIRATION DATE IN JANUARY, 1991. SOURCE'S GATHERING OF INFORMATION ON WHICH EXPOSES CORRUPTION IN LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT CAUSED BY THE ARYAN NATION RELATED SUBJECTS, IS ALSO OF MAJOR VALUE TO THE SAN ANTONIO DIVISION IN CAPTIONED INVESTIGATION AND OTHER ONGOING INVESTIGATIONS AT THIS TIME.

CONSIDER SUBJECTS ARMED AND DANGEROUS AS RESULT OF POSSESSION OF WEAPONS AND EXPLOSIVES AND EXPRESSED THREATS AGAINST FBI PERSONNEL.
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